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Abstract: The success of product development highly depends on the quality of cooperation among members of a team involved in the process. Thus, a tool capable of
simulating product development team may be beneficial for researchers interested in teamwork, as well as useful for managers struggling with team formation during process
planning phase. This work aims at providing a detailed overview of agent-based simulators of product development teams. Specifically, the scientific databases Web of
Science, Scopus, ACM DL, and IEEE were searched to extract relevant agent-based models of teamwork in mechanical engineering and aerospace context and obtained
models were reviewed to identify their key advantages and limitations.
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1

INTRODUCTION

By definition provided in [1], a product is "something
sold by an enterprise to its customers", and product
development is "a set of activities beginning with the
perception of a market opportunity and ending in the
production, sale, and delivery of a product". In the light of
given definition, a product can be physical, like a machine
or a tool, but the definition also appoints software or
service as a product. Ulrich and Eppinger [1] state that,
except in a few specific contexts, a minority of the products
are developed by a single individual. Rather, products are
an outcome of a joint effort of a group of people with the
common goal - a team.
Benefits of well-coordinated teamwork in terms of
reduction of time required for development process
completion and improvement of the quality of the resulting
product are widely recognised in the literature [2].
However, since there are numerous factors influencing
team performance and mutual effect of these factors
depends on time and context, predicting team performance
is extremely challenging. Additionally, in the field of
product development, studies on collaboration and
interactions between team members are seldom. All of this
leads to the conclusion that project managers have a
difficult task while forming a team.
Organisations performing research and development
tasks with their teams and individuals interacting within
them exhibit each of the characteristics of complex systems
[3] such as dynamism, the interdependence of elements,
emergent/self-organising behaviour, and non-linearity.
Similarly, Oyama et al. [4] argue that organisations can be
seen as a complex socio-technical system. Complex
systems display behaviour, which cannot be predicted by
observing elements in isolation. One of the methods used
to overcome this problem by enabling exploration of
possible outcomes of interactions between system
elements is a simulation, i.e. implementing and analysing a
model - physical, virtual or mathematical representation of
the observed system. Model is an approximation of the
system - simplified portray of reality whose manipulation
and analysis helps in gaining a deeper understanding of the
problem and enables drawing conclusions which
afterwards can be applied in practice.
Running a simulation enables not just observation of
behaviour the modelled system is likely to display in
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certain conditions but also serves as a tool for researchers
to change the input parameters and observe the effect the
change has on the dynamics of the simulated system and
simulation outcome. In the context of teamwork, a
researcher can use simulations to observe the probable
performance of the given team, examine the impact various
factors have on the performance and, in the same manner,
compare different team compositions. These, however, are
not the only reasons one can find models and simulation
useful.
In fact, Epstein [5] has listed 16 reasons to develop
models and run simulations among which is discovering
new questions and data collection. Latter proves especially
important in the context of examining collaboration in
product development context since longitudinal studies are
costly and troublesome to conduct.
Altogether, a product development team forms a
system whose behaviour cannot be easily predicted by
observing the behaviour of its elements, and study of which
is hampered by a lack of data. Given these shortcomings,
employing computer simulations in studies of product
development teams could be particularly useful [6]. A
product development teamwork simulator can be seen as a
research and experimental tool which provides support for
researchers and project managers, enables detail
examination of the team performance and serves for
evading time costs and resources of longitudinal studies by
enabling hypothesis testing and scenario analysis [7].
However, to build a useful model, the complexity of
the system has to be reduced to the point where it can
facilitate examination of the problem and provide practical
guidance. Consequently, one has to be careful to ensure a
desired behaviour of the simulated system is well-captured
within the simulation. Due to the complexity of product
development teamwork, this is a challenging task and to
achieve all of the potential benefits of the simulation, one
has to put a lot of time, effort, caution and knowledge.
The study of state of the art practices in the simulation
of product development teamwork which is presented in
this work commences with a short introduction of various
modelling techniques and their comparison. The capability
of agent-based modelling to capture the behaviour and the
overall complexity of the socio-technical systems arising
from the internal and external interactions is emphasised,
and its suitability for the development of the desired
teamwork simulation tool is described in Section 2. Section
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3 presents an overview of agent-based models of teamwork
developed and used in a research context of product
development. The insights drawn are presented in Section
4, where several open issues are identified, and limitations
and advantages of listed models are discussed. Finally, the
work is concluded by identification of the possible future
research directions in Section 5.
2

COMPLEX SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES FOR THEIR
MODELLING AND SIMULATION

Despite the fact that there is no generally accepted
definition of complex systems, researchers agree the
essential characteristic of a complex system is a large
number of elements whose interconnections over time give
rise to the collective behaviour that cannot be easily
predicted by observing parts in isolation [8]. As noted, a
team, as a system of interacting individuals (human and
non-human) situated in working environment, can be seen
as a complex socio-technical system. This can be shown in
Fig. 1, which represents design process model (after Hubka
and Eder [9]).

and Petri Net Simulation can be seen as special cases of
Discrete Event Simulation. Brailsford [10] suggests that
some known Discrete Event models have a lot of agentbased model's properties. However, despite the described
examples of ambiguity and the lack of criterion which
would enable precise classification of models, each of the
listed techniques uses a different approach when modelling
interactions, entities and environment and, thus, they differ
in terms of suitability for problems - a technique should be
chosen (or dismissed) depending on the problem
requirements [11].

Figure 2 Comparison of simulation methods (recreated from [3])

Figure 1 Model of design process as a socio-technical system
(after work of Hubka and Eder [9])

Fig. 1 demonstrates transformation system in which
individuals interact to produce the description of the
product and production [9]. One can note that
transformation process necessary includes cooperation and
interactions between team members and non-human
resources. Thus, team members (human), non-human
resources and work environment create a socio-technical
system whose complexity lies in number and type of hardly
predictable interactions. Consequently, when deciding on
the most suitable technique to obtain a model for
simulation of teamwork as presented in Fig. 1, common
techniques for modelling and simulation of complex
systems can be considered. Balestrini Robinson [3]
presented the following list of most common modelling
and simulation techniques: Network Simulation,
Dynamical Systems Simulation, System Dynamics
Simulation, Discrete Event Simulation, Markov
Simulation, Petri Net Simulation, Poisson Simulation,
Cellular Automata, and Agent-based Simulation.
The line between these approaches is not clearly
defined. For example, in [3], the author states that Markov
Tehnički vjesnik 25, Suppl. 2(2018), 524-532

Teams display dynamic, non-linear behaviour driven
by the actions of intelligent individuals whose behaviour
changes over time. Additionally, relations among team
members are subject to change over time. Interactions
within product development teams depend on various
organisational, psychological and social factors and give
rise to behaviours, which cannot be predicted by observing
individuals in isolation – i.e. teams display emergent
behaviour. Therefore, the evaluation criteria listed in Fig.
2 are chosen to compare the simulation techniques based
on their capability to present features relevant to the study
of product development team's performance and
behaviours. Fig. 2 compares Network, Discrete Event,
System Dynamics and Agent-based Simulations as these
techniques can be used for a broad range of modelling
needs [3]. It can be noticed that Agent-based Simulation
(ABS) technique possesses great flexibility and
expressiveness, enables natural representation of
individuals and is superior to others in the ease of
implementing desired properties like intelligent agents,
various interactions, non-linearity, dynamism and
hierarchy. However, as a consequence, ABS models are
difficult to create and to validate. In the rest of the paper,
the overview and analysis of the ABS models for the
product development will be provided.
3

AGENT-BASED MODELS OF PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT TEAMWORK
3.1 Research Methodology Applied
The research methodology used to create an overview
of agent-based models of teamwork in a context of product
development was an exploration of the scientific
publications databases Web of Science, Scopus, ACM DL,
and IEEE with the following query:
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agent* AND (model* OR simulat*) AND (team* OR
group*) AND ("product development" OR "product
design" OR "engineering design"),
or its equivalent for each database. Only the content
written in English was analysed while no additional filters
(nor regarding publication type, nor time frame) were
selected. Articles where a) agents were used as human
avatars intended to display realistic behaviour, b) the
model is used to study product development team
behaviour and performance, and c) sufficient details were
provided to gain understanding of the model (i.e. agents,
environment and interactions are described, although the
implementation may not be performed) were included.
Since the goal of this work is to present models which
aim at realistic simulations of individual and team
behaviour, models where agents are employed as tools for
supporting teamwork and collaborative activities, e.g. [12],
or in which agents replace humans in teams in order to
automate processes and increase efficacy, are omitted from
this study. In addition, it is important to highlight that only
the models developed and used in the mechanical
engineering and aerospace context are presented here due
to the space limitations of the paper, even though the full
study included agent-based models for mass collaborative
product development and open collaboration, construction
engineering and management, and software development
contexts. Nevertheless, in most cases, the models presented
here apply to the broader research area. Of 92 articles in
IEEE database, 254 in Web of Science, 271 in Scopus and
72 in ACM DL resulting from the stated query, 8, 17, 18
and 6 respectively were found to be fitting the described
criteria, and their lists of references and citations were used
to identify additional relevant models. Overall, the search
resulted in the identification of twenty one distinct agentbased models which are presented in the next section.
3.2 Results of the Analysis
One of the most prominent agent-based models of
teams is the Virtual Design Team (VDT) model developed
at Stanford University over the course of 20 years. Its
primary purpose is to enable analysis and exact design of a
project organisation by implementing agents as individuals
with defined skills, experience and position in the team
[13]. VDT has been extensively validated and was used for
simulating teamwork in product development, e.g. [14]. It
provides an estimation of project's duration, cost and
quality, and simulates the impact of different
communication tools and task uncertainties on project
execution. However, it neglects team member's social
behaviour and affective states which influence team
performance and climate. Another example of the general
purpose model that has been used for simulating teamwork
in product development is TEAKS [15]. TEAKS was
developed in Java-based framework JADE and has been
verified and validated on an industrial project. Contrary to
the VDT, TEAKS focuses on social and emotional states
of team members but fails to include important technical
aspects of socio-technical systems, as resources allocation,
rework, failures and exception handling have not been
modelled. Further, an agent in TEAKS model cannot
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reason about task importance, urgency or uncertainty, nor
decide on the sequence of tasks.
Similar to VDT, model developed by Yang et al. [16]
has a purpose of assessing team performance concerning
project duration and effective work time. This model is
implemented in Visual C++ and has been further refined
over the course of the years [17-21]. Tasks are described in
terms of resource requirements, expected duration, input
and output information (normal, temporary and/or
feedback), failure probability, exception probability and
collaboration probability. Similar to VDT, tasks are
prescribed to agents who try to process them and, if an
exception is encountered during the task execution, an
agent sends the report to its superior and waits for the
instructions. Thus, agents have protocols for exception
report, iteration rework, design revision, and interrupt and
error reaction. Additional protocols included in the first
versions of Yang et al. model are collaborative behaviour,
partner selection, task scheduling and resource selection
protocols which have been detailed over the course of the
years. In the extension proposed by Wang et al. [18], the
"planned waiting time" parameter for each agent is
introduced, indicating agent's willingness to wait for
collaboration or exception report feedback. If waiting time
exceeds the planned waiting time, the agent cancels the
collaboration request/ignores the exception, and continues
to execute the task on its own, thus increasing the design
risk, which results in a decrease of the process and product
quality.
In Zhang et al. model [20], the partner selection
algorithm was refined to take into account skill
requirements, availability and organisational type. Another
novelty is the introduction of recovery time parameter,
which represents the time needed for the agent to recover
from the interruption and concentrate on its work. The
same model was later extended by introducing task
importance, urgency, task recovery cost and agent's
workload preferences, and used them to equip agents with
the ability to dynamically schedule their tasks based on the
utility function defined [21]. Listed models assumed
unlimited resources, but in Li et al. model [17] resources
are restricted, and arbitration agent responsible for the
resolution of resource conflicts is introduced, thus enabling
the study of the effects of different resource resolution
strategies on the project duration and quality of the
outcome. Finally, Zhang and Li [19] introduced the partner
selection function based on matching degree algorithm
which takes into account potential partner's technique
ability, innovation ability, collaboration ability and
character attributes based on Myers-Briggs indicator.
These extensions of Yang et al. model were aimed to
increase the simulation accuracy in terms of project
duration and task allocation. Collaboration realism was
increased by refinement of the partner selection algorithm,
but other social, cognitive and affective aspects are not
included. For example, motivational and affective states of
the individuals, goal preferences, agent's perception of the
team and the objectives, and team states (or, what Levitt
[22] refers to as "chemistry" between team members) have
not yet been modelled, although the latest extension [19]
has included parameters indicating collaborative and
innovation ability of an individual, as well as the
parameters indicating personality traits. However, unlike
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earlier versions of this model, the validation of this
extension was not reported.
Crowder et al. [23] presented another model where
working time, total project time and total quality are
estimated based on the agents' processing of predefined,
ordered and preassigned tasks. Similar to [21] an agent
with insufficient knowledge can contact other agents for
help. Each agent can reject the help request, or decide to
accept it. If the request is accepted, helper and help-seeker
spend some time working together on the task, while help
seeker's competence level increases. In contrast to Zhang
et al. model [20], agents in [23] do not select partner based
on skill or personal preference. Rather, help-seeker sends a
request to every agent, and others respond based on their
response rate parameter. However, Crowder at al. model
introduced the notion of trust each agent holds for a team.
Trust changes depending on whether agent's requests for
help are rejected or accepted, and influences the formation
of a shared mental model, which further influences agents'
motivation and competencies.
Similar to Crowder et al., Dutta et al. [24] developed
their model in JADE. Dutta et al. model extended Crowder
et al. model by enabling an agent to work on two tasks in
parallel, as well as enabling several agents to collaborate
on the same task. Authors also introduced a composite
measure of team capability and implemented different
motivational and learning behaviours. However, neither of
[23] and [24] models considers failures, rework or
exceptions. Further, change of trust and shared mental
model in [23] are described with equations whose
coefficients are derived through regression performed on
collected data. No additional validation of the model has
been reported, and thus the equations may not prove
suitable for products, projects or companies different than
the one used for data collection.
Another model where insufficient knowledge triggers
help-seeking behaviour is Zhang and Thomson [25] model.
As in previous models, an agent can learn from its helper,
but in this model if no other agent responds to help request,
an agent performs the task on its own. Further, the
parameter guiding the communication efficacy is
introduced to moderate the learning effect. In contrast to
[23], rework due to insufficient experience, effort or deficit
in communication efficacy is modelled. However, Zhang
and Thomson model was not reported to be validated.
What further differentiates the Zhang and Thomson
model from all previously mentioned models is the task
representation. While all of the previously listed models
take as an input workflow structure, Zhang and Thomson
[25] have represented a product as a group of knowledgeintensive, interdependent functions characterised by
function complexity and integration complexity, and each
agent is given a function to work on. Several other agentbased models of product development teamwork
implement design task as a search over an abstract, rugged
landscape where the height of the landscape indicates the
quality of the design solution.
One such model is developed by Mihm et al. [26] for
studying how project size impacts coordination between
team members. Their simulation showed that, even if every
component is simple (e.g. agents are searching for an
optimum of a quadratic local performance function) and
interdependencies between components are simple, rugged
Tehnički vjesnik 25, Suppl. 2(2018), 524-532

landscape representing team performance arises. The
results' robustness to parameter change has been tested.
Herrmann [27] has modelled design space as solution
space divided into sets which represent groups of similar
solutions (i.e. concepts). Each solution is characterised by
its value, while solution space is characterised by its
difficulty which indicates the probability of finding a highvalue solution. Agents roam the space while following
simple behavioural, collaboration and search rules.
Ambler [28] modelled a design landscape as
Kauffmann's NK model [29] where each point in space
represents a distinct design concept. This model was
developed in NetLogo. It focuses on simulation of the longterm performance of the team and is used to examine
methods that incentivise beneficial team formation
dynamics and minimise structural design complexity. New
agents are entering the simulation, while others leave due
to the ageing process or insufficient performance. An agent
can return to the team if another team member perceives its
fitness as sufficient. Agents explore neighbouring
locations, jump to distant concepts, provide jumping-off
locations for future newcomers, and share information
about their relative fitness through collaborative linkages.
In contrast to previously described models, agents in
Ambler's model have a perception of the current situation,
the team, other team members and themselves, and can
decide on their next steps.
Similarly, in CISAT model [30] eight theory-based
characteristics are implemented in agents to adequately
represent problem-solving behaviour displayed by the
product design team. Namely, agents have a similar goal,
interact in irregular intervals, tend to be biased in favour of
their designs, focus on most promising alternatives, learn,
develop multiple solutions to avoid premature convergence
and, by using breadth- and depth-first search strategies,
they search solution space until a satisfying solution is
found. CISAT model has been validated and is used to
analyse team's processes and performance achieved on
problem-solving tasks.
Martynov and Abdelzaher [31] presented the model of
the influence of knowledge overlap, search width and
problem complexity on the team performance. Authors
implemented the model in Delphi 7 and modelled the
problem space as Kauffmann's NK model [29]. The agents
in [31] model are characterised with knowledge of the
fixed number of sub-problems, i.e. the area of expertise,
and at every step, agents communicate, search for the
solutions and propose them, and form proposal ratings
based on their own and other team member's evaluations.
Additionally, this work considers the effect of noise in the
communication.
In contrast to abstract representations of agent's
environment, models like [32] and [33] describe specific
environment in great detail to enable simulations of teams
in particular work spaces. Christian [32] studied
information exchange and team coordination by simulating
agents' geographical movement and communication
behaviour during the design process. The model is
implemented in C++. It has been validated and enables
simulation of meeting rooms and offices populated by
agents characterised by short-term memory, knowledge,
role, work and communication efficacy, and environmental
awareness.
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Saoud and Mark [33] built virtual collaboration
environment for evaluation of different cooperation
scenarios based on the data collected during the space
mission design team’s sessions. This model is developed in
Swarm and is used to explore the level of noise in war room
of predefined height and width, within which agents are
positioned in specific locations. Sidebars, characterised by
a number of participants, initiator, beginning time and
duration, are prescheduled and create the noise in the room,
but also provide a source of information for agents which
can hear the conversation. This model is built for a specific
cause and requires large amounts of data as an input which
limits its application.
Another model built on the findings from data was
presented by Olson et al. [34]. Authors developed (and
implemented in Java), an agent-based simulator which was
used to simulate behaviour observed in design group at
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory called Team X. In the
model, collaboration between two or more agents is
enabled, and two collaborative strategies are implemented:
direct negotiation and indirect negotiation, as observed in
Team X. It is important to note that the objective of Olson
at al. model was not to simulate cognitive processes but to
identify patterns of organisational problem-solving
strategies and implement them on the platform to enable
further experiments.
Models of product development teams listed are used
either for examination of the team performance in terms of
project duration, estimated quality, number of effective
work hours, and cost, or focus on modelling of specific
teams and environments. Although, as seen, these models
vary in representation and richness of agent's environment,
coordination mechanisms, and agent's parameters and
complexity level, most of the listed models do not study
any of the emergent team properties and states. More
precisely, aside to TEAKS and VDT, of listed models only
Crowder et al. and Dutta et al. models include elements like
team motivation, shared mental models, or trust.
However, there are several models developed
specifically for studies of emergent team properties. One
such model is Singh et al. [35], which is used to study
differences in a dynamic formation of a transactive
memory system in flat, distributed and functional teams,
and to observe the effect of transactive memory system on
activity coordination and team effectiveness.
Similarly, while studying temporary design teams,
Singh and Gero [36] proposed the architecture of a situated,
cognitive and affective agent, which is creating a mental
model of its team members by describing them in terms of
their function, behaviour and structure. The agent uses
formed mental model to create generalisations and
expectations, thus deriving the hypotheses about other
member's characteristics (based on the previous
experiences with others) when insufficient information is
present. The agent refines its models through subsequent
interactions, enabling the new generalisations to emerge.
In Gero and Kannengiesser [37] model, such mental
models of an agent were used to study expertise formation
in temporary design teams where each agent has to adapt
to new team configuration and find common ground with
others in order to successfully collaborate.
Singh and Casakin [38] further make use of agent's
mental models of others. In their work, authors proposed a
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model for studying how the use of between- and interdomain analogies in design team influences the team
cohesion and collaboration. In this model, agents are
characterised by the number of domains the agent is
familiar with and their expertise in these domains, and
"who knows what" mental models are used to
communicate analogies between team members
successfully. Singh and Casakin model is also related to
another concept, which is of great importance for design
team - creativity. Computational experiments can be used
to study impact agents have on each other's thought
process, leaning, number of ideas and value system.
Dehkordi et al. [39] studied the likelihood of creativity
in teams under the different levels of workload pressure,
relevant knowledge distribution and personal factors. This
model considered many aspects not covered in other
models, for example: what is the effect of deadlines on
agent’s stress level, how does motivating and challenging
environment help team innovativeness, how do team
members (de)motivate each other and what are "goodgroup features". However, no validation of the model was
provided.
Sosa and Gero [40] examined the adopter's impact on
the perception of designers' creativity. In their work,
authors modelled both, adopters and designers, as adaptive,
interactive entities. Adopters interact with each other to
learn by exchanging opinions on the designs. As a
consequence, their preferences constantly change.
Designers, on the other hand, try to produce the best
scoring designs and learn either by themselves or by
imitating others. This work demonstrates how, even if all
designer agents start as equally creative, interactions
between adopters cause certain designers to stand out or, in
other words, be perceived as more creative than others.
It is important to note that designers modelled in [40]
do not form a team. Rather, each agent develops a product
on its own, interacts with others only through imitation of
their products, and competes with others for a market
share. However, since it explicitly models the behaviour of
individual designers and their mutual influence on the
development process, Sosa and Gero's model has been
included in this overview.
Another model by Sosa and Gero [41] is used to
examine the impact of group influence, measured as the
ratio of ideas available to agents, on brainstorming groups.
This way, the authors wanted to inspect effect of different
team structures on idea generation. Their agents develop
new shapes by combining shapes from the initial set, and
task difficulty is measured by the number of forms in the
initial set and their number of sides. Agents can explore by
drawing random shape and transformation, evaluate by
forming a concept from topology relationships of shapes,
and exploit by applying learned concepts. Availability of
concepts generated by other agents and exploration length
were modelled as parameters and varied in simulation runs
to study their effect on quality and quantity of ideas.
However, this model has several limitations as diversity
between agent's capabilities, leadership style influence,
compliance to group majority and group agreement to
adjust idea influence have not been modelled.
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4

DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS

The overview presented in the previous section
enables several insights. Most of the models listed focus
either on simulation of the technical performance of the
team regarding project time, quality of the product, or
collaboration and production cost, e.g. [21], or focus on
studying social phenomena such as the formation of trust
and transactive memory, e.g. [35]. Models whose purpose
is to estimate the technical performance of the team usually
neglect important social processes such as trust, or
participant's transactive memory systems and other forms
of mental models. On the other hand, models focused on
the exploration of social processes and emerging team
properties, such as cohesion or team creativity, omit task,
resource or project details. However, a model which would
enable studies and measurement of both, intangible
individual and team level aspects and tangible (e.g. time
and cost) aspects, could provide a more comprehensive
view of the team performance [42].
Regarding the modelling of interactions between team
members, it can be noticed that all of the models implement
collaborative behaviour in the form of either exchange of
the current design solutions, e.g. [28, 27, 31, 30], or
exchange of relevant information due to task
interdependencies, e.g. [23, 22]. Further, helping
behaviour initiated due to knowledge deficiency of some
agent has been implemented in several models, e.g. [23],
[24], but for example, back-up behaviour intended to equal
the distribution of workload between team members has
not been modelled. Finally, only a few models include
informal communication, e.g. [32], or indirect interactions,
such as learning by observation, e.g. [35], and imitation,
e.g. [40, 41].
Interactions between team members are necessary for
team properties to emerge from the simulation. Models that
enable simulation of emergent team properties have been
utilised to study trust, team cohesion, shared mental
models, team creativity, team expertise, team capability,
team motivation and team innovation, as listed in Tab. 1.
Table 1 Emergent team properties simulated by the analysed models
Model and references
Emergent team properties
Trust
VDT [13, 22]
Transactive memory system
TEAKS [15]
Trust
Trust
Crowder et al. [23] model
Shared mental models
Team motivation
Dutta et al. [24] model
Team capability
Singh et al. [35] model
Transactive memory system
Transactive memory system
Trust
Singh and Gero [36]model
Shared mental models
Team adaptability
Gero and Kannengiesser [37] model
Team expertise
Team cohesion
Singh and Casakin [38] model
Team collaboration
Team motivation
Dehkordi et al. [39] model
Team creativity
Sosa and Gero [41] model
Team creativity

Agents, as implemented in most of the models, are
(implicitly or explicitly) assumed to have a mental model
of tasks, team, equipment, goal, and team interactions. For
example, in each model where an agent contacts more
Tehnički vjesnik 25, Suppl. 2(2018), 524-532

knowledgeable team member for help, it is implicitly
assumed that the agent "knows" the exact level of team
members' knowledge. An example of a model where
biased, human-like behaviour is explicitly implemented is
CISAT [30] where agents have a personal bias when rating
design solutions. Further, human mental models constantly
change. Some of the models implement change in agent's
abilities as an increase in competence parameter, e.g. [23],
[24], but details on the content learnt are omitted.
However, what is learnt and communicated, in what
phase of the new product development process, and in
which manner, matters for the success of product
development. Thus, for some applications, more detail
representation of the mental models and their evolution
could be beneficial for studies of teamwork. Ideally, one
would implement a system where agents are capable of
dynamically updating their mental models based on the
situations encountered during the simulation, consequently
enabling them to change their behaviour with respect to the
situational context and knowledge formed based on
previous experiences. Several listed models include some
of the aspects required for providing such functionality.
For example, agents in [35] dynamically change their
beliefs, learn, and update their transactive memory system,
while in [40] agents are continuously creating new shapes,
learning and refining their understanding of adopters'
preferences (which themselves are changing). Such mental
models enable simulation of various human behaviour. For
instance, in [37] agents develop generalised
representations of others and use them to create
expectations of newcomers joining the team, which could
be understood as forming stereotypes and using
associations. Similarly, in [36] agents could be utilised for
studying the effects of turnover within a team.
Another aspect of human behaviour which is
influencing team behaviour is emotionality. For example,
Schaub [43] states that designers necessarily have to deal
with stress and time pressure. Nevertheless, only [15, 36]
included influences of emotions on the team performance
and processes, while in [23] team member's motivational
state is modelled.
Finally, as it is presumably the biggest limitation of
agent-based modelling [3] the validity of listed models
needs to be explored. Out of all presented models which
can be used for simulation of product development teams,
eight models [25, 27, 31, 36, 37, 38, 39, 41] reported no
verification or validation details, findings of [26, 28, 34,
40] models are reported to be tested for statistical
robustness by employing sensitivity analysis, [23, 24, 35]
models are validated by comparison of the model's
outcomes with the assumptions made based on the
literature or by face validation, and remaining models [13,
15, 20, 30, 32, 33] are reported to be verified and validated
by comparison with the empirical data. However, some of
the validated models used the same data for calibration of
the model's parameters and validation purposes. These
results are likely due to the difficulty of collecting data on
teams. Typical team-related data collection methods
include self-reporting, most commonly through workdiaries or questionnaires. However, these methods are
retrospective, subjective, insufficiently detailed and/or
report on the intangible aspects of teamwork which are
difficult to translate into parameter values. All of the listed
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characteristics highly influence precision and accuracy of
the data. Although there is no commonly accepted solution
to this challenge, an impact of subjectivity in some cases
can be reduced by collecting answers from multiple
sources (e.g. 360 performance assessment), while
retrospection can be avoided by using work-sampling
applications [44].
5

CONCLUSIONS

The quality of cooperation between team members
plays a great role in the success of product development.
Team performance is largely influenced by the
complementarity of team members' knowledge, their
mutual understanding, trust and compatibility of their
goals. However, numerous factors are complicating
prediction of characteristics a team will have: features of a
team cannot be easily predicted by studying individuals in
isolation, research on team characteristics is seldom and
findings are occasionally contradictory, data are hardly
obtainable and context-dependent, and many intangible
aspects are influencing the team performance. Agent-based
models provide assistance in overcoming listed
shortcomings by enabling simulation of controlled,
repeatable and extensible experiments, and, as a
consequence, facilitate understanding and direct further
research.
A literature review revealed the growing trend of
utilising agent-based simulations for studying different
aspects of teamwork in product development. Broad
applicability and expressiveness of agent-based modelling
technique enabled researchers to simulate likely project
duration and to estimate project cost, but also to study
intangible features, simulate team processes and explore
emerging properties of the team. However, the potential of
employing agent-based modelling in product development
teamwork studies has yet to be fulfilled, and there are
several possible directions for further research:
• Simulation of emerging team properties and team
processes. For example, models studying the
emergence of shared mental models, situational
awareness, trust, knowledge grounding or other
affective, social or cognitive constructs and their
relation to known design phenomena such as fixation
and design patterns could be developed.
• Models' validation and development of methods for
their comparison. Additional experiments are needed
to validate findings of most of the listed models.
However, lack of adequate data hinders this process.
Alternative validation techniques such as docking (i.e.
model-to-model analysis) are encouraged. Further,
model developers are encouraged to provide detail
documentation and/or code of their models to facilitate
understanding and enable replication of their results.
• Refinement and extension of current models. The
example of VDT model shows that building upon
existing, validated models by carefully enriching its
assumptions can lead to powerful, veridical models.
Apart from refining, existing models can be extended
to include additional organisational or market factors
thus detailing the context in which design team
operates.
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The summary and critique of the literature presented
herein represents the first review of agent-based models
used for simulation of product development teamwork and
can serve not only as the starting point for those interested
in simulating the behaviour of a product development
team, but also as a guidance for managers and practitioners
in search of simulation models that would ease the
planning of future projects. Despite various challenges and
shortcomings identified, this review demonstrated the wide
applicability of agent-based technique in team behaviour
simulation and outlined several possibilities for future
research. With the growth of empirical research on
individual and team behaviour, and with the increase of
computational power and advances in computational
studies, the reliability of described simulators could be
significantly advanced. In the words of Raymond E. Levitt,
"There is much exciting work to be done!" [22].
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